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 Ablaut's nasty neighbour: Laryngeals 
 
    The talk I propose addresses the question of the distribution of 
the three markers of aspectual opposition the indo-european mother-
language knew: Ablaut, quantity and reduplication. 
    I shall show that verbs do not select one of them arbitrarily, 
but that the vector of aspectual opposition for each verb depends on 
its root vowel. 
    The starting point will be Germanic, the branch that has best 
conserved the primitive Ablaut-system as a synchronically 
functioning vector of grammatical opposition. Germanic also is a 
good field for testing such a hypothesis because it is one of the 
rare branches in which verbs primitively using any of the three 
markers are conserved and identifiable. 
    Simple reconstruction of the root-vocalism of the concerned 
verbs (traditional classes I-V ablauting, VI opreating with 
quantitative opposition and VII formerly reduplicating) along the 
known phonetic correspondencies available in any handbook reveals a 
perfect complementary distribution for the mother-language ("S" 
indicates a right sonorant context [r,l,n,m,j,w]): 
 
root vowel    marker used for aspectual opposition 
e, eS       - Ablaut ("Ablaut" here refers exclusively to the 

traditional term "qualitative Ablaut") 
a,o         - quantity (referring to the traditional term 

"quantitative Ablaut") 
‘,~,Ç,aS,oS - reduplication 
 
    Given this complementary distribution, the question arises why 
the correspondencies are of that shape and not of some other kind. I 
shall try to provide some answers. 
    Yet, more interesting than this distributional issue is the 
result obtaining after application of the laryngeal theory: one 
generalization of the above complementary distribution is the 
affinity of [e] with Ablaut: verbs with [e] and [eS] show an 
ablauting paradigm, only [‘] does not ablaute but reduplicates. Why? 
    The laryngeal theory makes discover the betraying perspective of 
the way this question is asked: in fact, the distribution is as 
follows: 
 
root vowel    marker used for aspectual opposition 
e, eS       - Ablaut ("Ablaut" here refers exclusively to the 

traditional term "qualitative Ablaut") 
a,o         - quantity (referring to the traditional term 

"quantitative Ablaut") 
eH1,eH2,eH3,aS,oS - reduplication 
 



 
 

 

 -Erreur ! Argument de commutateur inconnu.- 

    Thus, 
 
- any verb with an [e] does ablaute provided there is no laryngeal 

at its right 
- verbs with [eHx] do never ablaute, they always reduplicate 
 
    It is therefore legitimate to conclude that the presence of 
laryngeals in the environment of potentially ablauting vowels 
inhibit Ablaut: laryngeals "kill" Ablaut. 
    Given this result, it is impossible not to mention the action of 
gutturals on the semitic Ablaut-system: in Classical Arabic for 
instance, V2 in the perfective form qatV2l-a ablautes in the 
corresponding imperfective ya-ktV2b-u (for example katab-a vs. ya-
ktub-u "write"). However, it was long noticed that whenever a 
guttural (=[χ,R,c,£,h,?]) neighbours V2, Ablaut does not take place 
(ex. sa?al-a vs. ya-s?al-u "ask", naqa£-a vs. ya-nqa£-u "get back"). 
    This state of affairs can hardly be regarded as a coincidence. 
Nevertheless, it doesn't necessarily support a nostratic 
perspective. Indeed, I shall advocate a more general hypothesis that 
doesn't make reference to any genetic kinship between languages: 
 
- contextfree vowel-alternations that act as a vector for the 

expression of grammatical oppositions such as germanic/semitic 
Ablaut respond to a unique and universal pattern available from 
Universal Grammar (UG). This apophonic pattern is the one 
evidenced in recent work by Guerssel/Lowenstamm (1994) and Ségéral 
(1995). 

- for a reason I ignore, guttural environments do not permit 
Apophony to be expressed. 

- one consequence of such a perspective is that the consonants 
traditionally termed "laryngeals" in indo-european linguistics for 
sure are real gutturals (and not velars or even palatals, as was 
sometimes argued). 
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